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On the evening of July 1, Brazilian Finance Minister Luis Carlos Bresser Pereira announced that
Brasilia was suspending principal payments on approximately $1 billion to Paris Club member
nations for debt contracted prior to March 31, 1983. He said the suspension was applicable only to
principal payments that had not yet been rescheduled. Bresser added that Brazil would continue
interest and principal payments on debt contracted after this date. Bresser told reporters that
the suspension applied to principal payments due in the second half of 1987 on loans contracted
before March 31, 1983. He said the government's decision on this matter was in part, an outcome
of the failure of Paris Club member nations to grant new loan monies to Brazil after the February
suspension of interest payments on private bank debt. The minister declared that the new payment
suspension was "expected" by the international financial community. This decision, he added,
was taken to "defend our foreign currency reserves," and must not be interpreted as "an act of
aggression or confrontation vis-a-vis our creditors." The Brazilian government informed the
Paris Club that it needed an extension on payments due in the first half of 1987, and that due to
inadequate foreign reserves, payment on principal for the second half of the year was not possible.
In the communique with the government creditors, Brasilia indicated its interest in discussing
"normalization of reciprocal financial flows" within the context of a general renegotiation of the
country's foreign debt. Bresser emphasized that in 1987, Brazil will realize a $1.9 billion negative
balance with the Paris Club. In 1986 and 1985, he said, capital flows from Brazil to western nation
government creditors also surpassed new loans by $1.4 billion, and $200 million, respectively. The
minister then reiterated that interest payments on all Paris Club loans will continue. In June, the
Brazilian government requested a three-month postponement on interest and principal payments
due in the second half of 1987 in order to intiate negotiations for rescheduling. The postponement
was not granted, but Club members said they would wait until September 20 to receive a report
on the Brazilian economy by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). On January 21, Brazil and the
Paris Club signed a rescheduling agreement on $4.122 billion in principal and interest payments due
in 1985 and 1986, and principal payments due in the first half of 1987. At that time, Brazil agreed to
normalize payments on its debt with Paris Club government creditors, beginning July 1, 1987. (Basic
data from AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, 07/01/87)
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